Thank You for you purchase from SynthGraphics!

SYNTHGRAPHICS

KIWISIX INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Place overlay on a flat surface and allow it time to flatten back out, usually about 30 minutes.

2.

Before removing your pot knob caps, please look at their positions, over the years they tend to drift
from their original positions. No worries as we’ll fix that later. Now remove your knobs. No not
remove the pot shaft nuts, the overlay will clear them.

3.

Remove all the front panel bolts EXCEPT the far right smaller programmer panel bolts. See photo
on page two. You need to keep these installed so the programmer panel itself does not fall away
from the top panel. The pot shaft nuts will keep the other panels in place.

4.

Clean and wipe down front panel area. Make sure there is no dirt, wax, or other contaminates that
would effect the overlay from adhering correctly. NOTE: You do NOT need to sand the front panel
area; you may accidently sand beyond the overlay boarders.

5.

We recommend practicing how it will be applied BEFORE removing the protective sheet.

6.

Pull back the right half of the protective sheet and cut it off with scissors. Save the removed protective sheet.

7.

Use the half WITH the protective sheet to align the overlay and apply the right half without the
protective sheet BUT NOT COVER UP the far right small bolts yet. Use a piece of the removed protective sheet and slide it under the far right side, about 2-3 inches. Now screw in the programmer
bolts in the area that has overlay installed, make sure not to over tighten them, just thread enough
so the panel does not fall away. Now remove the two far right small programmer panel bolts (and
protective sheet) and apply the rest of the right side of the overlay.

8.

Now pull back the left half of the protective sheet and apply the remaining overlay. Re-install all
the bolts, make sure you use the washers and do not over tighten the bolts, as this would make the
overlay rise up around the bolt areas.

9.

Now we will re-align the knob shafts (if needed). Using 11 and 12mm sockets loosen the nuts (silver
nuts are 11mm and gold nuts are 12mm). Using the oversized circles cutouts of the layout and socket itself as a guide re-align and hand tighten the nuts, again do not over tighten the nuts, you don’t
want to twist the pot assemblies themselves and damage the board. Now you can re-install the knob
caps. If not satisfied with the shaft alignments, just simple repeat this step.

Enjoy!
Jamie
www.SynthGraphics.com
Visit us on Facebook and post your photos www.facebook.com/synthgraphics
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